Design and Simulation of Compact Multiband Fractal Microstrip Antenna for Radar and Satellite Applications
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Abstract—This paper presents multiband I shaped fractal patch antenna. There are three iterations have been applied one by one on square patch which results in fractal patch antenna which resonates at 4.7 GHz, 6.4 GHz, 7.5 GHz, 8.4GHz and 9.18GHz respectively with bandwidth of 200 MHz, 100 MHz, 400MHz, 150MHz and 350 GHz at corresponding frequencies. This antenna finds applications for defense and secured communication, C band (4 GHz to 8 GHz) and X band (8 GHz to 12 GHz) applications where antenna can be used for satellite communication and RADAR application. Proposed antenna is designed using IE3D and results are analyzed in terms of return loss, bandwidth and VSWR.
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I. INTRODUCTION.

With the huge advancement in wireless communication systems and increasing its applications, multiband antenna with various shapes and design have become a great demand and desirable for various wireless applications, which gives rise to different shapes and types of antenna for the variations in antenna characteristic. There are different shapes and types of antennas designed for the variations in antenna characteristics. There are various shapes such as sierpinski, gasket, minskowsi, Hilbert curve; Koch curve, tree structure, etc are considered for the design of Fractal technique has got numerous applications in the field of science which includes fractal electro dynamics where the fractal concepts are combined with electromagnetic theory.

Fractal antenna engineering focuses on two areas one is the design and analysis of fractal elements and other concerns to the application of the fractal theory to the design of antenna arrays. Both the antenna types are highly desired in various commercial and military sectors. Most of the fractal antenna elements possess compact size, low profile, cost effective, multi-band operations, easy feeding and their shape can be modified for better optimization. The fractal geometries feature two properties self-similarity and space filling properties. Both these properties become a reason attractive to consider fractal geometry. Similarity of antenna holds the duplication of itself at several scales and can operate at several wavelengths in similar fashion, which reduces the antenna size and occupies lesser space. The space filling property fill the area occupied by the fractal antenna as the number of iteration is increased. Higher the order of fractal antenna, lesser the antenna size. This reason makes the fractal antennas compact, multiband and useful for cellular applications and microwave applications.

In this paper I shaped fractal antenna is considered. This antenna finds applications for defense and secured communication, C band (4 GHz to 8 GHz) and X band (8 GHz to 12 GHz) applications where antenna can be used for satellite communication and RADAR application. The length and width of the patch antenna are calculated by the following equations [4]. Where c is the velocity of light and εr dielectric constant of the substrate.

II. PATCH ANTENNA DESIGN EQUATIONS.

1. Calculation of width: The width of the microstrip patch antenna is given by the equation as,

\[ W = \frac{c}{2(f^{(\frac{εr+1}{2})})} \]
2. Calculation of effective dielectric constant:
\[ \varepsilon_{ref} = \left(\frac{\varepsilon_r - 1}{\varepsilon_r + 1}\right)\left(1 + \frac{12}{\lambda_d}\right)^{1/2} \]

3. Calculation of effective length:
\[ L_{eff} = \frac{c}{2f_0 \varepsilon_{ref}^{3/2}} \]

4. Calculation of length extension:
\[ \Delta l = 0.412 \frac{(e_{ref} + 0.300)\left(\frac{W}{h} + 0.262\right)}{(e_{ref} - 0.258)\left(\frac{W}{h} + 0.813\right)} \]

5. Calculation of actual length of the patch:
\[ L = L_{eff} - 2\Delta l \]

6. Calculation of ground plane dimensions (Lg and Wg):
Ideally the ground plane is assumed to be infinite size in length and width but practically it is impossible to make such infinite size ground plane. So to calculate the length and width dimensions of the ground plane following equations are used:
\[ L_g = L + 6h, \ W_g = W + 6h \]

III. LITERATURE SURVEY

A dual frequency antenna [1] was obtained by replacing a segment of a square ring microstrip antenna with fractal Minkowski curve. To control resonant characteristics, width of two sides had been increased. Stacked fractal antenna [2] for reducing radio interference had been proposed for GPS application using fractal geometry. In this two antennas with different radiation pattern were stacked one over other. A novel and compact printed monopole antenna [3] was presented with simple but radiating patch for multiple wireless communication systems and mobile devices. Multiband operation with circular polarization [4] of radiation was obtained by combining square and Giuseppe Peano fractal geometries, which were realized on two layer microstrip antenna. A novel CPW [5] feed inscribed triangle circular fractal patch antenna had been proposed. Proposed monopole fractal antenna offered UWB (Ultra Wideband) characteristics from 2.25 GHz to 15 GHz at VSWR 2:1. A compact, low profile and low cost self-affine antenna [6] with wideband characteristics for wireless applications had been proposed using cantor fractal geometry. Proposed antenna had a gain of 5.04 dB at 2.5 GHz. A novel microstrip fed antenna [7] design based on monopole patch for triple frequency operation had been presented using DGS (Defected Ground Structure). A novel microstrip fed ultra wideband printed Pythagorean tree [8] fractal monopole antenna had been presented. By only increasing tree fractal iterations, new frequency bands were obtained. A monopole square patch antenna [9] was introduced by shaping its edges in form of Giusepe Peano fractal and its surface area in form of Sierpinski carpet fractal. It found application for UWB and WLAN (Wireless Local Area Network). New design to suppress harmonic radiation [10] from microstrip antenna with proximity coupled feeding line had been implemented in multilayer substrate. Microstrip line fed printed wide slot antenna with a fractal shaped slot [11] for bandwidth enhancement by etching wide slot was proposed and experimentally studied. A Novel technique to reduce the size of microstrip patch antenna was proposed. By etching the patch edges according to Koch curve and inserting Sierpinski carpets into patch, it was found that resonant frequency of antenna get reduced. A wideband vertical patch antenna was depicted from fractal antenna concept. By using a dual Koch loop structure, a wideband antenna with 42% bandwidth and 8 dBi gain at center frequency was obtained. Koch iteration technique had been applied to obtain two fractal versions of folded slot antenna [12]. A Broadband Planar Sierpinski fractal antenna for multiband application was proposed. Fractal geometry and slotted ground had been used to obtain broadband characteristics.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

By applying fractal geometry on the patch, area of patch decreases and resonant length increases. Figure 1 given below shows Minkowski fractal geometry algorithm [1].

![Figure 1. Minkowski Fractal Geometry](image_url)
below shows the dimensions of proposed I shape fractal antenna. The substrate material Rogers RTDuroid/5880 with dielectric constant of 2.2 and loss tangent of 0.0009 has been used. A Coaxial feed with feed point coordinates (16.7, 16.7, 0) are selected in such way that impedance matching takes place.

TABLE I: PROPOSED ANTENNA DIMENSIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Length of patch</td>
<td>37 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Width of patch</td>
<td>37 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thickness of Substrate</td>
<td>2.6 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dielectric constant of Substrate</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss tangent of the Substrate</td>
<td>0.0009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feed to the patch</td>
<td>Co-axial feed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The three iterated fractal geometries are as shown in figure 3, 4 and 5. Initially a square patch having a length of 37.6218 mm is taken as shown in figure 2 and coaxial feed has been applied to it. Feed point (16, 13, 0) is chosen in such a way that impedance matching take place.

I shape patch with first iteration is shown below in figure 3. The vertical length of 37.6218 mm is divided into 3 parts each of length 12.5406 mm. Two square cuts of 12.5406 mm length are made in center of both sides to make I shape. By doing this area will get minimized.

In the 2nd iteration same algorithm has been applied and modified I-shaped patch has been obtained by removing 2 squares of length 4.1802 mm from each square of length 12.5406 mm. Hence self-similar shape as shown in figure 4 has been obtained.

By applying 3rd iteration further the patch has been modified by removing 2 squares of length 1.3934 mm from each square of length 4.1802 mm. Hence geometry as shown in figure 5 has been obtained. It can be clearly seen from figure 5 that I shape repeats itself. Hence it is called a self-similar structure.
Figure 5. Third iteration on basic patch geometry

From above it is observed that by applying fractal geometry on square patch, effective area decreased and resonant length gets increased which results in better characteristics.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

After application of three iterations of fractal geometry on square patch of length 37.6218 mm using Rogers RT duroid-5880 as a substrate of thickness 2.6 mm l-shaped fractal microstrip patch geometry has been formed. Antenna as shown in figure 2 resonates at 5.89 GHz, with a return loss of -13.87 dB, VSWR of 1.5 and 245 MHz bandwidth. Different iterations of fractal geometries have been applied one by one on square patch and results are analyzed as shown in table II. Figure 6 and 7 shows return loss Vs frequency graph and VSWR Vs frequency for 3rd iterated fractal patch geometry.

Figure 6. Return loss vs. frequency plot for 3rd iteration patch geometry.

In this study bandwidth values are obtained between points where -3 dB return loss line cut the curve between return loss and frequency. From radiation patterns as shown in figure 8, 9, 10 and 11 it is clear that this antenna has maximum energy radiated in main lobes and small amount of energy is radiated in minor or side lobes. Figure 8, 9, 10 and 11 shows radiation pattern corresponding to that at frequency of 6.4 GHz, 7.5 GHz, 8.4 GHz and 9.1 GHz.

Table II: Comparison table for different fractal iterations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Iteration</th>
<th>Frequency (GHz)</th>
<th>Return Loss (dB)</th>
<th>VSWR</th>
<th>-3dB Bandwidth (MHz)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.89</td>
<td>-13.88</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>4.68</td>
<td>-15</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5.51</td>
<td>-14</td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>-20</td>
<td>1.23</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.48</td>
<td>-30.3</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.51</td>
<td>-16.53</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.44</td>
<td>-41.75</td>
<td>1.01</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>-15.71</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.48</td>
<td>-19.69</td>
<td>1.26</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7.51</td>
<td>-17.52</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8.44</td>
<td>-29.76</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
VI. CONCLUSION

From above discussions it has been concluded that by applying different iterations of fractal geometry, characteristics of antenna improve a lot. Initially square patch is taken and antenna resonates at single band. By applying three iterations of fractal geometry, number of bands increase from one to five. Further by applying fractal geometry effective area has been decreased and gain and bandwidth gets increased. Proposed antenna finds application for defense and secure communication, C band and X band applications. In these bands antenna can be used for satellite communication and RADAR applications. This antenna has a bandwidth of 500 MHz at 7.51 GHz band and 350 MHz at 9.18 GHz. In future defected ground structure can be applied to this antenna which may improve further characteristics of antenna.
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